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 The context - Australian Housing Policy – National, State,
Local

 The history of our homelessness service system
 Disinvestment in public housing
 Servicing (rather than solving) a modest number of
people experiencing street homelessness in Australia
 Normalising homelessness
 Homelessness positioned as a charitable issue rather than
a social justice/human rights issue

 Since the late 18th century when Europeans began arriving in
Australia and started the process of dispossessing Aboriginal
Australians from their land - Owning one’s home has been
considered the ‘Australian dream’.
 It became part of Australian folklore and in the 20th century it
was expected that most Australians would own their own
home.
 "By the 1830s, owning your own piece of property was an
attainable objective.“ Bluett, 2017

 By the 1970s home ownership rates in Australia were over 70%
(some of the highest rates of ownership in the world)

 Lower rates of home ownership and disinvestment in public housing
since 1980s.

 Homelessness definition includes rough sleepers, people in crisis
accommodation, people in sun-standard or over-crowded housing
 Homelessness services/charities argue “constantly increasing”
(though, stats show it isn’t).
 Causes – Individuals versus Structural
 Homelessness viewed (then and now) result of individual factors
 Structural factors as a cause of homelessness brought into debate
past 3 decades or so. Still remains less common as a general
explanation for homelessness. Though ‘housing affordability’ now
seen as an issue in Australia (but mostly about ownership).
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 Housing First and Permanent Supportive Housing (when
needed) are approaches to solving rough sleeping that we
know work.
 However, a volunteer industry of people assisting rough
sleepers has grown up around city CBDs in all State capitals in
Australia.
 As you can see from the chart (previous slide), there is some
evidence to believe there may be more volunteers assisting
people who are street homeless than there are people
experiencing street homelessness. (Example Newcastle 2016 –
less than 50 on register; over 50 volunteers new street laundry
service)

 No one disputes that any citizen should go hungry,
be unsafe and exposed to the elements.
 However, the volunteer agencies that offer food,
sleeping bags, showers, laundry services etc – seem
not to question the social injustice of people’s
‘unhoused’ situation.
 Not only is the lack of housing options not criticised,
the services that are offered must always be
honoured and appreciated. Criticising this type of
charity invites criticism.

 Providing charity is an unambiguous good.
 People who are homeless lack resources and the amenity to
clean themselves. Thus providing cleaning is self-evidently right.
 Housing is seen as not sufficiently immediate, or naïve.
 Challenging a doer is provocative: not only progressive, but
also morally superior to the argument for housing.
 Homelessness is presented as a charitable issue, not a social
justice issue.

 Homelessness (mostly street homelessness) is ‘normalised’.
 The number of services exaggerates the extent of the problem.

